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Abstract
Knowledge distillation has been widely used as an effective technique for model
compression. Previous knowledge distillation methods in object detection mainly focus
on designing loss functions to minimize the feature distances between the teacher and
student networks. However, after these losses converge, the imitations are still far from
perfect and the distance of the feature map between teacher and student is still large. In
this paper, we propose a Distribution-guided Distillation method named Dist2 for object
detection, which concentrates on eliminating the difference of the feature distributions
between the teacher and student networks. The proposed Dist2 consists of a Distribution
Imitation (DI) mechanism and a Flexible Imitation (FI) strategy. Specifically, the DI
mechanism guarantees the feature distribution from a certain part of the student network
is as close as possible to that of the teacher network. Furthermore, the FI strategy is
employed, which enables the distribution imitation to perform not only on the same part
but also cross different parts between the student and teacher networks. Our experimental
results on COCO and PASCAL VOC datasets show that the proposed Dist2 outperforms
the previous state-of-the-art feature imitation methods by a large margin.

1

Introduction

Knowledge distillation (KD), which transfers the knowledge from a teacher model to a student one, is widely used as an effective technique for model compression [9]. Inspired by
the great success achieved in classification tasks [6, 21], many methods focus on introducing KD to compress models of detection tasks. Instead of minimizing the Kullback-Leibler
Divergence in classification tasks, KD methods in detection tasks perform the feature map
imitation between the teacher and student models [8, 21, 28]. Li et.al transferred the knowledge from the teacher to the student by employing a feature-based loss function, which
© 2022. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: The comparison of existing methods and the proposed Dist2 . (a) Detection predictions fail if we forward the neck feature map of the student to the head of the teacher.
The detection results are completely wrong even after the feature-based and relation-based
losses converge to a small value, as shown in the red dash arrow. It means the distance of the
feature map is far between the student and the teacher. (b) The architecture of the proposed
Dist2 . The output feature map of the student is put forward to the teacher’s part. Then the
prediction of the teacher network is optimized by the detection loss. The proposed Dist2
explicitly utilizes the full potential of the teacher to distillate the student making the feature
distribution of the student is close to that of the teacher. Best viewed in color.
calculates the L2 distance of feature maps between the teacher and student models [10]. As
the detection task is a dense prediction task [15], relation-based loss functions [16, 17, 24]
are further proposed to reconstruct the structural knowledge of student’s feature maps as that
of teacher’s feature maps.
Although employing feature-based or relation-based loss functions have achieved promising results for KD, their imitations of feature maps between teacher and student models are
far from perfect. As shown in Fig.1-(a), the detection predictions still fail if we forward the
neck feature map of the student to the head of the teacher, even after the feature-based and
relation-based losses converge to a small value. The ideal distillation is that the student’s
feature map is the same as that of the teacher, therefore the student feature map can be correctly predicted by the teacher’s head. Thus, we argue that the student feature maps fail to
imitate the teacher’s. This demonstrates only using feature-based and relation-based loss is
not enough to perform an efficient feature imitation between the teacher and student models. Moreover, most of these feature-based or relation-based methods mainly focus on the
knowledge distillation of the backbone and neck parts for an object detector. This does not
make full use of the teacher model and is incomplete for effectively transferring knowledge
from the teacher to the student.
To tackle the above problems, we propose a distribution-guided distillation method
named Dist2 for knowledge distillation on object detection, as shown in Fig.1-(b). The
proposed Dist2 consists of a Distribution Imitation (DI) mechanism and a Flexible Imitation (FI) strategy. In the DI mechanism, we directly forward the student’s feature map to
the teacher to make the final predictions. Then optimized the prediction of the teacher. This
explicitly requires when given the same input image, features of the student should be the
same as those of the teacher, so that the teacher can make correct predictions even with the
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student feature map. By employing our DI mechanism, the proposed Dist2 not only makes
full use of the teacher network but also guarantees the feature distribution from a certain part
of the student network is as close as possible to that of the teacher network. Based on the DI
mechanism, we further extend it to a FI strategy , which utilizes distributions of different part
feature maps in the teacher network for knowledge distillation, e.g. put student’s featuer map
to different parts of the teacher. Benefiting from the FI strategy, the distribution imitation of
the proposed Dist2 can be performed not only on the same part but also cross different parts
between the student and teacher networks.
In Summary, the main contributions of this work are:
• A distribution imitation (DI) mechanism, which not only makes full use of the teacher
network but also guarantees the feature distribution from a certain part of the student
network is as close as possible to that of the teacher network.
• A flexible imitation (FI) strategy that performs distribution imitation not only on the
same part but also cross different parts between the student and teacher networks.
• A distribution-guided distillation method Dist2 for object detection, which can achieve
state-of-the-art performance on both COCO and PASCAL VOC datasets. The proposed Dist2 is robust on multiple detection framework, heterogeneous backbone, and
different framework between teacher-student pairs.

2
2.1

Related Work
Object Detection

Object detection plays an important role in computer vision and attracts many researchers to
make tremendous strides on it. Current mainstream object detection methods contain twostage and one-stage detectors. The two-stage detectors give accurate results but are timeconsuming, such as Faster-RCNN [19] et.al. To get an efficient detector, one-stage detector
[5, 14, 23] has been proposed. Among them, RetinaNet[13] introduces focal loss to balance
the positive samples and negative samples, which makes the result of the one-stage detector
is comparable to two-stage detectors. To avoid turning the pre-defined anchor size, Tian
et.al [23] designs the anchor-free one-stage object detector, reaching a good performance
with remarkable efficiency. Thus, one-stage detectors with knowledge distillation method
are widely employ for fast, efficient detection task.

2.2

Knowledge Distillation

Knowledge distillation(KD) is a method that transfers the information from a teacher model
to a student model, which is widely used for model compression. It is first proposed by
Hinton [9] and achieved a good performance on the image classification task. The knowledge
contains many types, such as soft targets of the output [9], the intermediate feature maps [21],
and the instance relationship [18]. Dai et.al [2] classifies knowledge distillation methods
into three categories. The first type is the response-based method [9], which minimizes the
Kullback-Leibler Divergence of the soft output of the last layer. The second type is the
feature-based method [21], which mimics the intermediate feature between the teacher and
the student in terms of L2 loss. The third type is the relation-based method [16, 17, 24],
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Figure 2: All the imitation strategies of the proposed Flexible Imitation (FI) strategy. The
light color parts in the student net denote the feature map generator. The dark color parts in
the teacher net denote the detection discriminator. Best viewed in color.

which employs structure constraints to guarantee the feature relationship between teacher
and student is similar.

2.3

Knowledge Distillation on Object Detection

Recently, knowledge distillation is introduced into object detection tasks to obtain a high
precision and lightweight model [10]. Knowledge distillation on detection tasks focuses on
feature map imitation. The mimicking methods [10, 21] align the feature map in pixel level
by using the L2 loss function. As the object detection task is a dense prediction problem [15],
the structure information in the feature map should be considered. Thus, relation-based distillation methods are combined with feature-based methods. Liu et.al [15] proposes pairwise
distillation methods to align a static affinity graph, capturing both short and long structure
information among different locations in teacher and student networks. Zhang et.al [29] uses
a non-local module [25] to capture the relation information. Dai et.al [2] constrains the relation between positive samples and background negative samples. All of them demonstrate
that introducing the relation-based distillation helps feature map imitation and improves the
performance. However, existing methods focus on minimizing the feature distances between
the teacher and student networks. It causes the feature imitation far from perfect. In this
paper, we study the distillation of the teacher’s and student’s feature distributions to reveal
their importance for more efficient knowledge transfer.

3

Proposed Approach

In this section, we first introduce the preliminary of the knowledge distillation on object
detection. Second, the proposed distribution imitation (DI) mechanism and the flexible imitation(FI) strategy are shown in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3. Finally, we describe the entire
pipeline of the proposed Dist2 in Section 3.4.
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3.1

5

Preliminary

The general object detector contains three parts, i.e. the backbone, the neck, and the head.
Given the input image x, the output of the detector is computed as,
[P,t] = Fhead (Fneck (Fbackbone (x)))

(1)

where the Fhead , Fneck , Fbackbone denote the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). The P
and t denote the predicted classification scores and bounding box localizations, respectively.
To train the object detectors, the parameters of the Fhead , Fneck , Fbackbone are optimized by
minimizing the following loss function,
Ldet = Lcls (P, Pgt ) + Lreg (t,t gt )

(2)

where the Lcls describes the classification loss function and Lreg is the regression loss function. In our implementation, the Lreg and Lreg take the form of focal loss [13] and GIoU [20]
respectively.
When distilling the knowledge from the teacher, the existing methods such as featurebased loss, perform on the output feature maps of the student and the teacher. The distillation
progress optimizes the following formula,
L f eat ( f eat S , f eat T ) =

1
k ftrans ( f eat S ) − f eat T k22
K

(3)

where the f eat S and f eat T represent the student’s and teacher’s output feature maps. For exS (F S
ample, if the feature map is the output of the neck part, the f eat S is equal to Fneck
backbone (x)).
The K denoting the feature map’s size is C × W × H, where C, W, and H mean the feature
channel, the width, and the height, respectively. The ftrans represents a transfer layer to map
the channel dimension of the student, i.e. C0 to the teacher’s, i.e.C, which is implemented as
a 1 × 1 convolution layer.

3.2

Distribution Imitation(DI) Mechanism

Inspired by the distribution generative method, the DI mechanism contains a feature map
generator, which is part of the student denoted as GS , and a detection discriminator, which is
a part of the teacher denoted as DT . The DI mechanism is to minimize the following formula,
min DI = Ex∼pdata (x) Ldet (DT (GS (x)), (Pgt ,t gt ))
GS

(4)

As the DT is fixed, minimizing the DI(GS ) is optimizing the parameter of GS . Therefore,
the DI will converge only on the situation that the pGS (x) = p f eat T . The p f eat T is the feature
distribution of the teacher’s net. It means the output of GS can be perceived by DT and the
distribution of the student feature map is close to that of the teacher.
In detail, as shown in Fig.2-(a), the backbone and the neck part of the student are treated
as the feature generator GS , denoted as the light green color. The teacher’s head is treated as
the detection discriminator DT denoted as the dark green color. The “E” denotes a transferring layer (eual to ftrans in Eq. 3), which is a 1 × 1 convolution to align the student’s channel
dimension to the teacher’s. The transferred feature map of the student’s neck is put directly
to the teacher’s head. If the output of the feature map in the student’s neck can be perceived
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by the teacher’s head, it means that the feature map of the student’s neck learn the knowledge
of the teacher’s neck.
The DI mechanism not only makes full use of the teacher network but also guarantees
the feature distribution from a certain part of the student network is as close as possible to
that of the teacher network.

3.3

Flexible Imitation(FI) Strategy

The effect of detection discriminator is to provide distribution information, Thus, extending
it to multiple detection discriminators provides diverse distribution information and rich supervision. It motivated us to propose the Flexible Imitation (FI) Strategy, which makes the
DI mechanism perform on not only the same part but also cross different parts between the
student and teacher.
The reason why the FI strategy works on object detection tasks is described as follows.
The backbone’s feature can be detected by the head [14] directly. It means the backbone’s
feature contains semantic information, and it can be supervised by the head. Thus, the distribution imitation can be performed not only on the same part but also cross different parts
between the teacher and student through the transferring layer “E”.
There are four imitation strategies in the FI. Each of the imitation strategies is denoted as
“X2Y”. It means that the distribution of the X part in the student net imitates the distribution
of the Y part in the teacher net. There are four types of the FI, i.e. N2N, B2B, B2N, and
N2B. The “N” means the neck part and the “B” means the backbone part. They are described
in Fig. 2. The generator is drawn in light color and the discriminators are denoted in dark
color. More details are shown in the supplementary material.

3.4

The Proposed Dist2

In summary, the proposed Dist2 consists of the DI mechanism and all the strategies of FI.
The total loss of our Dist2 is shown below,
L = Ldet (P,t), (Pgt ,t gt ) + λ f eat · Σis L f eat ( f eatisS , f eatisT ) + λDI · Σis DI is

(5)

where the is is denoted as imitate strategy and is ∈ [N2N, B2B, B2N, N2B]. The λ f eat and λDI
are the corresponding loss weights.

4

Experiment

In this section, first, the evaluation dataset and our implementation details will be described.
Then the comparison results with the existing methods will be detailed in Section 4.2. The
analysis of the DI mechanism and FI strategy will be shown in the next two subsections.

4.1

Settings

Dataset. The existing knowledge distillation methods and the proposed method will be
evaluated on the MS COCO2017 dataset[11] and PASCAL VOC dataset [4]. The MS
COCO2017 dataset is a large-scale object detection dataset, which contains 120k training
images split and 5k Val images split for the test. The average precision (AP) is the measurement of all the methods on the MS COCO dataset. In the PASCAL VOC dataset, the
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Table 1: Comparison with Existing Methods with FCOS [23] on MS COCO 2017 dataset.
Method
Imit. Strat.
mAP
APS
APM
APL
ResNeXt101 (T)
42.7
26.6
46.2
54.7
MobileV2C128 (S)
30.4
17.0
33.0
39.3
+Hint [21]
N2N
35.1+1.1 18.0+1.0 33.8+0.8 40.3+1.0
FCOS
+pa [15]
N2N
31.8+1.4 17.8+0.8 35.0+2.0 40.4+1.1
[23]
+NonLocal [29]
N2N
33.3+1.9 18.9+1.9 36.1+3.1 43.7+4.4
ours: +DI
N2N
34.7+4.3 20.9+3.9 37.7+4.7 43.7+4.4
2
ours: +Dist
All2All
36.4+6.0 20.5+3.5 39.6+6.6 46.9+7.6

5k trainval images split in VOC 2007 and 16k trainval images split in VOC 2012 are for
training. The 5k test images split in VOC 2007 is for the test.
Implementation details. The proposed method is tested on the anchor-free framework,
i.e. the FCOS [23], and anchor-based framework, i.e. the RetinaNet [13]. In the teacher
model, the backbone is employed the ResNeXt101[26] which is pretrained on ImageNet [3],
and the neck is FPN [12], whose channel number is 256. In the student model, two different
backbone models are chosen, i.e. the ResNet50 [7], and the MobileNetV2 [22] for testing
generalization capability. The neck is FPN with the channel number is 128, denoted as C128.
The hyper-parameters {λ f eat = 0.1, λDI = 0.3} are adopted for all the experiments in the
proposed method. The mmdetection [1] is employed for all the model training. The training
is conducted on 4 GPUs, with 4 images per GPU. The learning rate is 0.01. Other hyperparameters for training on the MS COCO2017 dataset are followed the default setting in
mmdetection [1].

4.2

Comparison with Existing Methods

Comparison with structure based detection KD method. This part shows the results on
FCOS[23], which is an anchor-free detection framework. The student is MobileV2C128
[22]. The “+Hint” means using the feature-based distillation loss function proposed in [21].
The “+pa” in [15] and “+NonLocal” in [29] are the relation-based method. The hyperparameters of these existing methods, i.e. the loss weights, are set following their original
paper. The “ours: +DI” means our proposed DI mechanism. The existing methods distillate
the knowledge on the output of the neck, which is corresponding to the imitation strategy
N2N, denoted in the “Imit. Strat.” column. The “Dist2 ” means the DI mechanism with FI
strategy combining all the imitation strategies, denoted as “All2All”.
The experimental results of our proposed Dist2 on MS COCO 2017 dataset are reported
in Tab. 1. Compared with previous methods, the proposed DI mechanism can achieve stateof-the-art performance under all the measurements for the COCO dataset. Besides, our Dist2
method further outperforms previous methods by a large margin. This fully demonstrates our
proposed Dist2 , which focuses on the distillation of feature distribution between teacher and
student models, can lead to a more efficient knowledge transfer than previous feature-based
or relation-based methods.
In addition, it can be seen in Tab. 1 that, the improvement in APL is more significant
than that in APS , though the baseline(MobileV2C128 S) of the APL is higher than APS . It
demonstrates the DI mechanism is more conducive to improving the performance of large
objects. Thus, the global structure information is important for large object detection, which
is captured by the DI mechanism.
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Table 2: Comparison with Existing Methods with RetinaNet [13]
dataset.
Method
Imit. Strat.
mAP
APS
ResNeXt101 (T)
41.1
24.0
MobileV2C128 (S)
31.0
16.3
+Hint [21]
N2N
31.6+0.6 17.0+0.7
Retina
+pa [15]
N2N
31.4+0.4 15.5−0.8
Net
+NonLocal [29]
N2N
31.9+0.9 16.8+0.5
[13]
ours: +DI
N2N
32.4+1.4 16.7+0.4
2
ours: Dist
All2All
32.5+1.5 17.5+1.2

on MS COCO 2017
APM
44.8
34.2
34.70.5
33.9−0.3
35.0+0.8
35.6+1.4
35.5+1.3

APL
54.1
41.1
42.7+1.6
43.8+2.7
42.7+1.6
44.0+2.9
44.0+2.9

IoU>0.5
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Figure 3: The positive sample definition of FCOS and RetinaNet. The FCOS promotes more
points in the feature layer to be defined as positive samples. The RetinaNet contains an
isolated positive sample in the feature map.
Multiple Detection Framework. The results evaluated on anchor-based framework, i.e.
the RetinaNet[13] are shown in Tab.2. The proposed DI mechanism still outperforms the
existing methods and the final mAP gain from “Dist2 ” to the student model is about 1.5.
Those results demonstrate that the proposed DI mechanism and the Dist2 method can be
used in multiple detection frameworks.
The gains of the anchor-based framework is lower than that of anchor-free one. It is
because the definition of the positive and negative sample is different [30]. As shown in
Fig.3, the positive sample points of the anchor-free method are continuous. On the contrary,
in RetinaNet, the positive sample is defined according to the IoU between the anchor and the
ground truth, which causes the positive sample to be isolated. The FI and DI provide the
global relationship information of the feature map. The requirement of global relationships
in RetinaNet is less than that of the FCOS. As the result, the improvement is lower than that
of FCOS.
Heterogeneous backbone. To verify the generalization on the heterogeneous backbone,
the ResNeXt101 is used as the teacher’s backbone and the ResNet50C128 is employed as
the student architecture. The detection framework is FCOS.
As shown in Tab. 3, the proposed DI mechanism with the imitation strategy N2N still
outperforms the existing methods. With all the imitation strategies, the“Dist2 ” archives 7
mAP gains compared with the original student net. Those results demonstrate that the proposed DI mechanism and the Dist2 method can be used for heterogeneous backbone between
teacher and student.
Generalization on other datasets. The results on the Pascal VOC dataset for FCOS
detection framework are shown in Tab. 4.
Though the proposed DI mechanism with the imitation strategy N2N gets a comparable
performance with that of the “NonLocal” method, the final Dist2 using all the imitation
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Table 3: Heterogeneous backbone results with
Table 4: Generalization on PASCAL
FCOS on MS COCO 2017 dataset.
VOC dataset with FCOS.
Imit.
Imit.
Method
mAP
Strat.
Method
AP50
Strat.
ResNeXt101 (T)
42.7
ResNeXt101(T)
80.9
ResNet50C128 (S)
33.4
ResNet50C128 (S)
77.6
+2.6
+Hint [21]
N2N
36.0
+pa [15]
N2N
77.8
+3.3
+pa [15]
N2N
36.7
+NonLocal [29]
N2N
78.5
+4.1
N2N
37.5
+NonLocal [29]
ours: +DI
N2N
78.4
+4.9
ours: +DI
N2N
38.3
2
ours:
Dist
All2All
78.7
ours: +Dist2
All2All 40.4+7.0
Table 5: Comparison with SOTA De- Table 6: Evaluation results on different frametection KD on FCOS.
works between Teacher-Student pairs.
Method
mAP
teacher
student
mAP
baseline (Studnet)
38.6
FCOS
RetinaNet(34.8) 37.8+4.4
+1.3
+Hint [21]
39.9
(42.7)
FCOS(33.4)
38.3+4.9
+GID [2]
42.0+3.4
RetinaNet RetinaNet(34.8) 36.4+1.6
+G-DetKD [27]
43.1+4.5
(41.1)
FCOS(33.4)
36.1+1.3
ours: Dist2
43.0+4.4

strategies outperforms other existing methods. Those results demonstrate that the proposed
DI mechanism and the Dist2 method have an impressive generalization ability for different
datasets.
Comparison with other SOTA detection KD method. Tab.5 shows the result of the
comparison with existing detection KD methods. In this situation, the student backbone is
ResNet50 with the FPN channel 256. Our method outperforms most of the existing method
and achieves a comparable result with G-DetKD [27]. Note that the G-DetKD [27] use
a more powerful teacher whose performance is 44.5. Our proposed method is a plug-in
module which is compatible with existing methods.

4.3

Analysis of DI Mechanism

In this part, the teacher’s backbone is ResNeXt101 and the student’s backbone is ResNet50C128.
Different frameworks between teacher-student pairs.
The results in Tab.6 show that if the teacher and student come from the different detection
frameworks, e.g., the teacher is FCOS and the student is RetinaNet, the performance can also
be improved. It demonstrates the proposed DI mechanism can distill the high-level structure
information from different detection frameworks. Also, the results show it gets better results
when the student and the teacher are of the same detection framework.
Imitation failure/success analysis. We argue that the existing methods fail to imitate
the teacher’s feature map. In this part, the proposed DI mechanism will be tested to check
whether it solves this problem. The feature map is the output of the student’s backbone and
neck part. It will be put into both teacher’s head and the student’s head.
The results are shown in the Tab. 7. After being trained using “+pa” and “+Nonlocal”,
the mAP evaluated from the teacher’s head is still 0, denoted in the column “T. Head”. Both
of these methods fail to imitate the teacher’s feature map. The mAP of “+DI” in the “T.
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Table 7: Imitation failure/success analysis.
FCOS ResNeXt101(42.7)-ResNet50C128(33.4)
S.Backbone + S.Neck
Imit.
N2N
S. Head
T. Head
Failure/Success
+pa[15]
36.7+3.3
0.0
Failure
+NonLocal [29] 37.5+4.1
0.0
Failure
38.3+4.9
37.9
Success
+DI
Table 8: Evaluation results in each imitation Table 9: Effect of the increasing number of
Strategy of FI on COCO dataset.
imitation strategy.
Imit. Strat. N2N B2B B2N N2B
Imit. Strat.
1
2
3
4
Num.
+DI
38.3 38.3 38.0 37.9
+4.9 +4.9 +4.6 +4.5
mAP
38.3 38.6 40.0 40.4

Head” column is 37.9. It means the DI mechanism makes the student successfully imitate
the teacher’s feature map.
Sensitiveness of the loss weight. The best weight of λDI is set to 0.3. Other choices of
the λDI will be shown in the supplementary material.

4.4

Analysis of FI Strategy

In this part, the teacher’s backbone is ResNeXt101 and the student’s backbone is ResNet50C128.
The detection framework is FCOS and the evaluated dataset is MSCOCO.
Effect of each imitation strategy in FI. The effect of each imitation strategy will be
tested. The results in Tab.8 show that all the methods can improve the performance in any of
the imitation strategies. It means that the feature imitation can be performed not only on the
same part but also cross different parts between student and teacher, according to the corresponding transferring layer. It demonstrates learning distribution obtains more knowledge
from the teacher.
Effect of using more imitation strategies in FI. With the increasing number of imitation
strategies, the model needs more training epochs. All the results are trained to converge.
The results in Tab.9 show that as the number of the imitate strategies increases, the performance is constantly improved. It demonstrates the more imitation strategies are employed,
the more knowledge from the teacher is learned by the student.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a Dist2 , consisting of a distillation imitation(DI) mechanism and the
flexible imitation(FI) strategy. Different from the previous works, the DI mechanism distills
the feature distribution of the teacher rather than minimizing the feature distance between
the teacher and the student networks. In addition, the FI strategy makes the distribution imitation performs not only on the same part but also cross different parts between the student
and teacher networks. The proposed method is evaluated on both COCO and PASCAL VOC
datasets and outperforms the state of the art. It is also robust on multiple detection framework, heterogeneous backbone, and different framework between teacher-student pairs.
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